Cell-cycle entry relies on an orderly progression of signaling events. To start, cells first activate the kinase cyclin D-CDK4/6, which leads to eventual inactivation of the retinoblastoma protein Rb. Hours later, cells inactivate APC/C CDH1 and cross the final commitment point. However, many cells with genetically deleted cyclin Ds, which activate and confer specificity to CDK4/6, can compensate and proliferate. Despite its importance in cancer, how this alternate pathway operates and whether wild-type cells use this pathway remain unknown. Here, using single-cell microscopy, we demonstrate that cells with acutely inhibited CDK4/6 enter the cell cycle with slowed and fluctuating cyclin E-CDK2 activity. Surprisingly, in this alternate pathway, the order of APC/C CDH1 and Rb inactivation is inverted in both cell lines and wild-type mice. Finally, we show that as a consequence of the signaling inversion, Rb inactivation replaces APC/C CDH1 inactivation as the point of no return. Together, we provide molecular characterization of a parallel cell-cycle entry pathway, and reveal temporal plasticity that underlies the G1 regulatory circuit.
Introduction
To exit quiescence and start the cell cycle, non-embryonic cells first activate G1 cyclin dependent kinases (CDKs), then suppress Rb function, and finally, inactivate the E3 ubiquitin ligase APC/C CDH1 to trigger irreversible commitment 1, 2 . In the canonical pathway, cells initiate the cell cycle by upregulating cyclin D to activate CDK4 and CDK6 (hereafter CDK4/6), resulting in eventual Rb inactivation 3, 4 . In turn, Rb inactivation leads to the upregulation of critical E2F-targets such as the CDK2 activator cyclin E, APC/C CDH1 inhibitor EMI1, and various factors needed to replicate DNA and prevent DNA damage [5] [6] [7] . Cyclin E and EMI1 accumulation results in APC/C CDH1 inactivation a few hours later, which not only prepares cells metabolically for S phase, but allows for the buildup of cyclin A and DBF4 to initiate DNA replication [8] [9] [10] . Furthermore, once APC/C CDH1 inactivation is initiated, cell-cycle entry becomes irreversible in respect to various types of stress, reflecting an underlying G1 commitment point (Fig. 1a, top) [11] [12] [13] .
When D-class cyclins are genetically ablated, however, many non-transformed cells can still start the cell cycle by directly activating cyclin E-CDK2 14 . Notably, deletion of both D and E-class cyclins blocks cell-cycle progression in MEFs and most cell lineages in a developing embryo 15 . These results suggest that in many non-transformed cells, E-class cyclins can compensate if D-class cyclins are missing. While the canonical cyclin D-CDK4/6 initiated pathway has been extensively characterized in a variety of contexts, the alternate cyclin E-CDK2 initiated pathway has mainly been characterized using knockout models and in cancer, where cells can bypass CDK4/6 inhibition via c-Myc upregulation of cyclin E-CDK2 activity, amplification of cyclin E, or downregulation of CDK2 inhibitors [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . However, since the cyclin E-CDK2 initiated pathway has only been described in cancer and in scenarios where cyclin Ds are deleted at germline, it remains unknown whether wild-type cells can make use of this alternate pathway. Furthermore, it is generally assumed that cell-cycle entry in this alternate pathway requires a set order of events where cyclin E-CDK2 activation is followed by Rb inactivation, which is then followed by APC/C CDH1 inactivation and irreversible commitment. This hypothesis of a rigid order underlying G1 progression has also not been experimentally tested (Fig. 1a, bottom) .
Here, applying live and fixed single-cell microscopy, we show that cells with acutely inhibited CDK4/6 activity still proliferate but with cyclin E-CDK2 being initially activated nonpersistently and without Rb hyperphosphorylation. Surprisingly, the order of Rb and APC/C CDH1 inactivation is inverted both in non-transformed cell lines as well as the small intestinal crypts of wild-type mice. Thus, our study argues that the alternate pathway can be employed under normal conditions and also argues against a rigid order of signaling events in G1. Finally, we show that this signaling inversion leads to a point of no return that is marked by Rb inactivation instead of APC/C CDH1 inactivation. Thus, to start the cell cycle, cells first activate CDKs via upregulation of D or E-class cyclins, then inactivate Rb and APC/C CDH1 in an interchangeable manner, and finally, commit to the cell cycle only after both Rb and APC/C CDH1 are inactivated.
Results

Acute CDK4/6 inhibition reveals an alternate cell-cycle entry pathway
To monitor cell-cycle entry at the single-cell level, we stably transduced non-transformed MCF-10A epithelial cells with a previously characterized APC/C CDH1 activity reporter that is degraded during G0/G1 and synthesized during late G1/S/G2 phase ( Fig. 1b, left) 12, 24 . We deprived cells of growth factors for 48 hours, and then added back mitogen in the presence or absence of the specific CDK4/6 inhibitor Palbociclib 25, 26 (hereafter just CDK4/6 inhibitor) along with EdU, a nucleoside analog that is incorporated by cells in S phase. Markedly, we found that a fraction of CDK4/6 inhibitor treated cells still inactivated APC/C CDH1 and incorporated EdU ( Fig. 1b , right; Fig. 1c ), arguing that cells can enter S phase without CDK4/6 activity even when cyclin Ds are not deleted at germline. Entry into the cell cycle was independent of the drug refreshing rate and was also not further inhibited by a three-fold increase in inhibitor concentration ( Fig. 1d ). Cellcycle entry in CDK4/6-inhibited cells was notably delayed and reduced compared to cells with intact CDK4/6 activity, demonstrating an extended G1 phase. However, when tracking cells for three days, we found that a majority of them eventually inactivated APC/C CDH1 (Fig. 1e ). Since MEFs genetically depleted of cyclin Ds also exhibit less efficient entry into S phase as well as a longer G1 14 , we reasoned that acute chemical inhibition of CDK4/6 phenocopies the ablation of cyclin Ds, suggesting that the alternate pathway is not only a long-term compensation mechanism induced by germline cyclin D loss.
We next broadened the analysis to asynchronously cycling cells, where most newborn daughter cells do not enter quiescence and start preparing and committing to the cell cycle in mother cells 1, [27] [28] [29] . By in silico aligning cells at the time of birth, we found the same extended G1 phase also in CDK4/6-inhibited cycling cells ( Fig. 1f , Extended Data Fig. 1a ). Furthermore, acute CDK4/6 inhibitor treatment reduced the percentage of cells in S/G2 in a variety of normal and cancer cells, consistent with CDK4/6 inhibition mediating an extended G1 phase ( Fig. 1g ). We note that cells need intact Rb to be responsive to CDK4/6 inhibition, explaining the lack of effect of CDK4/6 inhibition in HeLa cells ( Fig. 1g) 22 . Finally, even though sister cells mostly had the same fate after birth (Extended Data Fig. 1b ), live-cell analysis showed that subsequent generations of CDK4/6-inhibited cells were not significantly more likely to re-enter the cell cycle compared to the first generation (experiment setup: Extended Data Fig. 1c ; results: Fig.  1h ). This lack of correlation across generations suggests that it is not a clonal subpopulation of MCF-10A cells that gained heritable resistance to CDK4/6 inhibition.
Cells without CDK4/6 activity exhibit slowed and fluctuating cyclin E-CDK2 activity
Because cells without CDK4/6 activity rely on cyclin E-CDK2 for cell-cycle entry, we stably expressed in the same cells a previously characterized live-cell cyclin E/A-CDK activity reporter based on a DHB peptide ( Fig. 2a) [30] [31] [32] . This reporter measures relative kinase activity as the ratio of the cytoplasmic over nuclear reporter concentrations. The activity ratio increases from approximately 0.5 at basal, to 1 at the G1/S transition, and to 1.5 when cells enter mitosis. We note that the reporter detects primarily cyclin E-CDK2 activity in G1 since there is minimal cyclin A protein or CDK1 activity in G1 12, 31, 33, 34 . Starting live-cell imaging at the time of mitogen release to determine an activity baseline, we found that a portion of CDK4/6 inhibitortreated cells indeed upregulated cyclin E/A-CDK activity ( Fig. 2b , right panel, blue cells, defined as >0.7 on the last time point). Activation in these cells was delayed (Extended Data Fig. 2a ) and surprisingly, the kinetics were distinct from that of control cells, where cyclin E/A-CDK activity in most cells increased in a persistent and linear fashion ( Fig. 2b , left). CDK4/6-inhibited cells built up cyclin E/A-CDK activity slower ( Fig. 2b , blue cells) and had fluctuating activities (green cells, defined as <0.7 at 24hr, but >0.7 at least once between 8 and 24hrs). Control experiments with a DHB mutant that cannot translocate showed that most fluctuations were not measurement noise, and that the fluctuating cells had not started S phase (Extended Data Fig. 2b -c). The increase in cyclin E/A-CDK activity was regulated by cyclin E and the CDK2 inhibitor p21 ( Fig.  2c ), suggesting that the CDK activity fluctuations and increase result from competition between dynamically changing cyclin E or p21 levels. Because stress is known to upregulate p21 and downregulate CDK2 activity 12, 35 , we hypothesize that cells in the alternate pathway are more sensitive to stress given its slow and fluctuating CDK2 activity. Indeed, a fifteen-minute pulse of neocarzinostatin (can cause DNA breaks in quiescence 36 ) prior to mitogen release confirmed that CDK2 activity in cells without CDK4/6 activity is proportionally more affected (Fig. 2d ).
Similar to previous reports that c-Myc overexpression can promote S-phase entry in cells where CDK4/6 activity was inhibited by p16 expression 16 , a 50% increase of c-Myc levels was sufficient to significantly increase the fraction of CDK4/6-inhibited cells entering the cell cycle ( Fig. 2e ). Furthermore, c-Myc knockdown in the presence of CDK4/6 inhibitor reduced cyclin E transcription and abolished cyclin E-CDK2 activity and S-phase entry (Extended Data Fig. 3a , Fig. 2f , Extended Data Fig. 3b ). We conclude that c-Myc and cyclin D-CDK4/6 activities are driving forces that can promote cell-cycle entry through two different paths -one with slowed and gradual CDK2 activation, and one with fast and persistent CDK2 activation.
Cyclin E-CDK2 is activated without Rb hyperphosphorylation in cells lacking CDK4/6 activity
To understand the role of Rb inactivation in cells with inhibited CDK4/6 activity, we examined the phosphorylation status of Rb, a key repressor of E2Fs. When phosphorylated on most or all of its accessible sites ("hyperphosphorylation"), Rb releases E2F transcription factors to upregulate cyclin E ( Fig. 3a ) [4] [5] [6] 37 . To measure Rb phosphorylation, we first restricted our livecell analysis to G1 cells at early stages of CDK2 activation by selecting cells that had not yet inactivated APC/C CDH1 and had just activated cyclin E-CDK2. We then fixed cells and measured the phosphorylation status of serine 807 and serine 811 (S807/S811) on Rb by normalizing the immunofluorescent phosphorylation signal against that of total Rb in each cell (Fig. 3b ). This analysis revealed that DMSO-treated control cells that had just activated cyclin E-CDK2 already had S807/S811 phosphorylated at levels nearly identical to that of S/G2 cells, when Rb is hyperphosphorylated (Fig. 3c , top and middle) 37 . However, unexpectedly, in CDK4/6 inhibited cells, we observed a much lower signal of phospho-S807/S811 even though the measured cyclin E/A-CDK activity level was the same (Fig. 3c, bottom) . Control experiments showed the same result of suppressed Rb phosphorylation in CDK4/6 inhibitor treated BJ-5ta, a non-transformed human foreskin fibroblast ( Fig. 3d ), as well as when we used two alternative CDK4/6 inhibitors with different pharmacological properties (Extended Data Fig. 4 ). Since Rb hyperphosphorylation and inactivation requires most or all sites to be phosphorylated 37 , these results indicate that early cyclin E-CDK2 activation in CDK4/6-inhibited cells does not require Rb hyperphosphorylation and is therefore the result of direct upregulation of cyclin E expression by c-Myc. Furthermore, this data suggests that a key role of CDK4/6 is to confer persistence to cyclin E-CDK2 activation in G1. We note that since Rb is the best characterized substrate of CDK4/6 3,4,37 , the suppressed Rb phosphorylation also demonstrates that cyclin D-CDK4/6 complexes were inhibited in the cells undertaking the alternate pathway.
Markedly, when we plotted the percentages of cells with high phospho-Rb (S807/S811) signal as a function of cyclin E/A-CDK activity, we found that CDK4/6-inhibited cells did eventually reach the high phospho-Rb state, but only at much higher cyclin E/A-CDK activity levels ( Fig. 3e ). These results suggest that Rb inactivation may occur much later in the alternate pathway. This delay is likely due to CDK4/6's ability to contribute to Rb phosphorylation in the G1 canonical pathway 3, 4, 37 , and also argues for the first time that much higher cyclin E/A-CDK activity is required in CDK4/6-inhibited cells to reach maximal Rb phosphorylation. When we gated for CDK4/6 activity-independent cells already in S phase and measured phospho-Rb signal after treatment with the CDK1/2 and CDK1 inhibitors, the high phospho-Rb signal disappeared after incubation with CDK1/2 inhibitor but not CDK1 inhibitor ( Fig. 3f ). Together, we conclude that in CDK4/6-inhibited cells, Rb is phosphorylated only in late G1 at much higher levels of cyclin E/A-mediated CDK2 activity compared to cells that activate cyclin D-CDK4/6.
The canonical signaling order of Rb inactivation before APC/C CDH1 inactivation is inverted in the alternate pathway
Due to the need for high CDK2 activity for Rb phosphorylation in the alternate pathway ( Fig.  3e ), we hypothesized that, in the presence of CDK4/6 inhibitor, full Rb phosphorylation and inactivation may occur only after APC/C CDH1 inactivation. This is possible since APC/C CDH1 inactivation can be mediated by cyclin E-CDK2 phosphorylation on CDH1 even in the absence of EMI1 12, 13 . This hypothesis is further strengthened by the finding that APC/C CDH1 inactivates at approximately the same level of cyclin E/A-CDK activity in the alternate and canonical pathway (Extended Data Fig. 5a ). To directly determine the order of events, we measured high phospho-Rb(S807/S811) signal in cells that had just inactivated APC/C CDH1 using the increase in the APC/C degron signal as a proxy for time after APC/C CDH1 inactivation (Fig. 4a , bottom left histograms). Such a conversion from concentration to time is possible since the concentration of the APC/C degron reporter increases in a linear fashion after APC/C CDH1 inactivation. Consistent with our previous results, most of the DMSO-treated cells that just inactivated APC/C CDH1 already had high phospho-Rb(S807/S811) signal ( Fig. 4a , DMSO histograms). Strikingly, in CDK4/6-inhibited cells, the high Rb phosphorylation signal peak in the histogram only started to appear after a delay following the buildup of APC/C degron ( Fig. 4a , CDK4/6i histograms). The same delay also occurs in asynchronously cycling cells (Extended Data Fig. 5b ). This argues that the order of Rb inactivation and APC/C CDH1 inactivation is inverted in CDK4/6-inhibited cells with Rb inactivation occurring after APC/C CDH1 inactivation.
To directly measure whether E2F targets are also only activated after APC/C CDH1 inactivation in the alternate pathway, we measured the transcripts of E2F1, a well-characterized E2F target that is suppressed by Rb 6 . Using single-cell mRNA FISH analysis, we confirmed that E2F1 transcription was suppressed by CDK4/6 inhibition in cells with high cyclin E-CDK2 activity and undetectable APC/C degron levels ( Fig. 4b, left ; Extended Data Fig. 5c, left) . However, only after a delay following APC/C CDH1 inactivation did we observe a significant increase in E2F1 transcription in CDK4/6-inhibited cells ( Fig. 4b, right ; Extended Data Fig. 5c , right).
To further validate that Rb is indeed inactivated only after APC/C CDH1 inactivation, we made use of previous findings that inactivated Rb dissociates from the chromatin 38 . We thus measured pre-extracted/chromatin-bound Rb in single cells 39 . Control experiments confirmed that in the canonical pathway, Rb dissociates from the chromatin (low chromatin-bound Rb signal) prior to APC/C CDH1 inactivation and remains dissociated after APC/C CDH1 is turned off (Fig. 4c , DMSO condition, green and blue arrows; Extended Data Fig. 6a ). However, in CDK4/6-inhibited cells, Rb only dissociated from the chromatin after a delay and after significant APC/C degron buildup (Fig. 4c , CDK4/6 inhibitor condition, orange and green arrows; Extended Data 6b-c). Together, our results of delayed Rb phosphorylation, Rb chromatin-dissociation, and E2F1 activation demonstrate that CDK4/6-inhibited cells have an alternate, inverted G1 pathway, with APC/C CDH1 being inactivated prior to Rb inactivation.
While our experiments thus far identified a markedly different cell-cycle entry sequence, we have not determined if such order operates in normal physiological settings. We thus treated adult mice expressing the APC/C CDH1 activity reporter 40 with CDK4/6 inhibitor for 48 hours and examined the small intestinal crypts, a proliferative region where cells are continuously replenished ( Fig. 4d-e) 41 . To distinguish cells in the alternate or canonical pathway, we stained the crypts for phospho-Rb (S807/S811) and compared the signal to that of the APC/C reporter. We note that this approach can only distinguish between the two pathways in the subset of cells in mid-G1 phase where the alternate pathway is marked by high APC/C degron and low phospho-Rb signals, and the canonical pathway by low APC/C degron and high phospho-Rb signals (Fig. 4f, control condition, examples of canonical cells are denoted by blue arrows). In this analysis, most cells in the population are in early G1 or G0, marked by low APC/C degron expression and low Rb phosphorylation, or in late G1, S or G2, marked by increased APC/C degron expression and phosphorylated Rb. Markedly, this analysis showed that even in normal conditions, crypt cells can be observed to have either the canonical or alternate sequence (Fig. 4f , control condition, orange arrows). To quantify these observations, we used post-mitotic cells as negative controls to unbiasedly select thresholds for phosho-Rb and APC/C degron positive cells, and calculated the percentage of cells with high phospho-Rb signal, low APC/C degron signal or vice versa (Extended Data Fig. 7a, blue and orange) . The quantification further confirms that both alternate and canonical paths can be found in crypt cells under normal unperturbed conditions. Furthermore, control experiments showed that systemic CDK4/6 inhibition lowers the percentage of cells in the canonical pathway, as predicted, but does not decrease the percentage of cells undertaking the alternate sequence (Extended Data Fig. 7b , CDK4/6 inhibitor condition; Fig. 4f ). Thus, normal cells have two options and can enter the cell cycle by either taking the canonical cyclin D-CDK4/6 initiated path, or the alternate cyclin E-CDK2 initiated path.
APC/C CDH1 inactivation is reversible until Rb inactivation in cells lacking CDK4/6 activity
The inversion of Rb and APC/C CDH1 inactivation in CDK4/6-inhibited cells suggest that Rb inactivation might be a new rate-limiting step in G1 progression with cells now waiting for Rb instead of APC/C CDH1 inactivation to commit to the cell cycle and enter S phase. If true, the point of no return, or commitment point, for cell-cycle entry would be a coincidence detection mechanism representing an interchangeable order of APC/C CDH1 and RB inactivation rather that a predetermined order of events. Indeed, by plotting phospho-Rb(S807/S811) signal against incorporated EdU signal, we confirmed that Rb is phosphorylated prior to DNA incorporation (Fig. 5a ). We found that in both mitogen released and asynchronously cycling cells, Rb is phosphorylated ≥4 hours after APC/C CDH1 inactivation, and DNA is synthesized ≥6 hours after APC/C CDH1 inactivation as opposed to 1 hour in the canonical pathway ( Fig. 5b and Extended Data Fig. 8a ). The long delay from APC/C CDH1 inactivation to S phase suggests that cells without CDK4/6 activity wait for Rb inactivation and E2F activation instead of APC/C CDH1 inactivation to start replicating their DNA.
Previous studies of the canonical pathway showed that APC/C CDH1 inactivation can be initiated either by E2F-mediated activation of cyclin E-CDK2 or expression of the APC/C CDH1 inhibitor EMI1 12, 13 . However, irreversible APC/C CDH1 inactivation requires a double negative feedback between EMI1 and APC/C CDH1 (Fig. 5c) 13 . In cell-cycle control, irreversible steps are necessary for maintaining the proper order of cell-cycle phases [42] [43] [44] , and without EMI1-mediated APC/C CDH1 inactivation, genome integrity is compromised 11, 45, 46 . As cell can temporally inactivate cyclin E/A-CDK in response to DNA damage, a role of EMI1 is likely to prevent inadvertent APC/C CDH1 reactivation in S phase, where endogenous DNA damage can suppress cyclin E/A-CDK activity 34 . In CDK4/6-inhibited cells, E2F-mediated EMI1 transcription is delayed similar to that of E2F1 (Extended Data Fig. 8b ). Consistent with a lack of EMI1, which results in slower APC/C CDH1 inactivation kinetics 12, 13 , we found slowed APC/C CDH1 inactivation in CDK4/6-inhibited cells (Extended Data Fig. 8c-d ). We next directly tested for reversibility of APC/C CDH1 inactivation. Unlike cells with active CDK4/6 ( Fig. 5d ), cells without CDK4/6 activity reactivated APC/C CDH1 after CDK1/2 inhibition (Fig. 5e, gray box) . APC/C CDH1 inactivation only becomes irreversible several hours later (Fig. 5e, right panels) , and knock down of EMI1 at this time point reactivates APC/C CDH1 (Extended Data Fig. 8e-f ). Thus, APC/C CDH1 inactivation is initially reversible in CDK4/6-inhibited cells until Rb is inactivated and EMI1 can be synthesized.
APC/C CDH1 inactivation is an important step in canonical cell-cycle entry as cells remain sensitive to stress in the canonical pathway until but not after APC/C CDH1 inactivation (for hypertonic stress, Fig. 5f-g; for oxidative stress, Extended Data Fig. 8g-h) , arguing that this step represents the commitment point 12 . We thus tested for commitment in respect to stress in the alternate pathway. Markedly, in asynchronously cycling CDK4/6-inhibited cells, stress applied two hours after APC/C CDH1 inactivation resulted in reactivation of APC/C CDH1 (Fig. 5h and Extended Data Fig. 8i, gray boxes) . We next determined if Rb inactivation coincides with a loss of stress sensitivity in the alternate pathway by examining cells that were (1) treated with stress six hours after APC/C CDH1 inactivation, and (2) had cyclin E/A-CDK activity>0.8 at the time of treatment. The additional CDK activity gating (threshold determined from Figure 3e ) enriches for cells with inactivated Rb at the time of stress treatment. Applying these gating conditions, we found that APC/C CDH1 inactivation indeed became irreversible in respect to stress ( Fig. 5h ; Extended Data Fig. 8i, right panels) . Together with the EMI1 results, we conclude that in cells proliferating without CDK4/6 activity, the commitment point that is canonically associated with APC/C CDH1 inactivation is now delayed and marked instead by Rb inactivation.
Given this unexpected inversion of signaling order and commitment process, we tested for potential cell-cycle defects in the alternate pathway. We found that these cells exhibited similarly low S/G2 phase DNA damage compared to the canonical pathway as measured by γH2A.X and 53BP1 signals (Extended Data Fig. 9a-b) . By measuring the amount of time between APC/C CDH1 inactivation and mitosis, we also did not find prolonged S and G2 phases when considering the five-hour delay between APC/C CDH1 inactivation and DNA synthesis described in Extended Data Figure 8a (Extended Data Fig. 9c ). Based on these results, it is unlikely that the S and G2 phases of the cell cycle are severely affected by inversion of Rb and APC/C CDH1 inactivation or the change in point of no return. Combined with the small intestinal crypt data, our data suggests that the alternate sequence is a viable path for cell-cycle entry.
Discussion
Seminal genetic work established that cells can proliferate without D-class cyclins, which normally activate and confer specificity to CDK4/6 14 . In CDK4/6 knockout cells, cyclin Ds may still contribute to cell-cycle entry regulation by activating other CDKs 47 . In the case of ablated cyclin Ds, the adaptability is due to activation of cyclin E-CDK2, though this alternative pathway of cyclin E-CDK2 activation without cyclin D-CDK4/6 activation has not yet been demonstrated to operate in wild-type cells (we note that genetic mutations may not reflect acute depletions 48, 49 ). Using single cell microscopy techniques, our study demonstrates that wild-type cells can use cyclin E-CDK2 instead of cyclin D-CDK4/6 to start the cell cycle, though in a nonpersistent and delayed fashion. Furthermore, in the alternate cyclin E-CDK2-initiated pathway, we found that cells invert the order of Rb and APC/C CDH1 inactivation, and only cross the point of no return after Rb is inactivated instead of APC/C CDH1 inactivation in the canonical pathway ( Figure 6 ). Our study not only provides detailed molecular characterization of this parallel pathway, it demonstrates that the pathway can operate in normal cells in vitro and in vivoproviding evidence for temporal signaling plasticity in G1 without a rigid order of events. Given that the point of no return for the cell cycle is only triggered in the alternate pathway after Rb has also been inactivated, our study argues that cell-cycle commitment requires that both Rb and APC/C CDH1 to be inactivated independent of the sequence of events. The characterization of such an alternate cyclin E-CDK2-initiated pathway is broadly relevant as it may have main or backup roles in regulating proliferation in a variety of biological contexts, and the pathway may also have a role in controlling tissue replacement rates due to its much longer G1 phase.
Given the increasing number of usage for CDK4/6 inhibitors in cancer treatment and the potential of cyclin E-CDK2 mediated drug resistance [20] [21] [22] [23] , our study also has therapeutic relevance. Our data showed that the alternate pathway is often marked by fluctuating cyclin E-CDK2 activity and is more sensitive to stress ( Fig. 2b-d) , and these unique features may offer opportunities for exploiting synthetic lethality in cancers. Finally, when considering that (1) >10 billion normal cells need to be replaced every day 50, 51 and (2) CDK4/6 inhibitors do not have toxicity issues common among other CDK inhibitors (the side effects are primarily hematopoietic) 52 , the use of the alternate pathway may explain why most normal tissues tolerate CDK4/6 inhibitors during cancer therapy. Single-cell mRNA quantification (scale bar=10µm). Bottom: E2F1 mRNA in cells released with or without CDK4/6 inhibitor. High cyclin E/A-CDK activity defined as ratio of signal>0.7. pvalues calculated using two-sided, two-sample t-tests (from left to right: n=784, 1484, 638, and 98 cells). 1 of n=3 biological replicates. c, Mitogen-released cells were assayed for chromatinbound Rb. Green arrows: cells that have inactivated both Rb and APC/C CDH1 ; blue arrows: cells that have inactivated Rb but not APC/C CDH1 ; orange arrows: cells that have inactivated APC/C CDH1 but not Rb. Scale bar: 10µm. 1 of n=2 biological replicates. d, Experiment setup for drugging mice. e, Illustration of proliferative and post-mitotic cells in the small intestinal crypt. f, Mice small intestinal crypts that were treated with vehicle or CDK4/6 inhibitor. The cells express the APC/C activity reporter and were stained for phospho-Rb (S807/S811). Blue arrows denote example cells with high phospho-Rb and low APC/C degron signal. Orange arrows denote cells with high APC/C degron and low phospho-Rb signal. Crypts are oriented in an U-shape. Chemicals S7158), CDK4/6 inhibitor LEE011 (Ribociclib) at 9µM (Selleck Chemicals S7440), and CDK1/2 inhibitor CAS 443798-55-8 at 3µM (EMD Biosciences #217714). In experiments involving CDK4/6 inhibitor, cells were treated long term. In Rb phosphorylation experiments involving CDK1i and CDK1/2i, cells were treated for the last 20 minutes prior to fixation. In APC degron experiments involving CDK1/2i, cells were treated with CDK1/2i for 4 hours. In experiments involving neocarzinostatin (NCS) and aphidicolin, the concentrations and durations are indicated in the legends and figures. In experiments where hypertonic conditions are created, a 3M stock of salt in water (30x) is spiked in cells, the final media osmolality is ~440mOsm/kg. For oxidative stress, 200µM of H 2 O 2 were applied. For assays involving EdU staining, cells were treated with 10µM EdU for ~15 minutes or 100µM for 5 minutes prior to fixation unless noted otherwise (cells in Figure 1c and Extended Data Figure 2c were treated with 100nM EdU for 24hrs). siRNA transfection Cells were transfected using Dharmafect 1 (ThermoFisher) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The following Dharmacon siRNAs were used: control siRNA (nontargeting #2), siGenome Human Myc (4609) set of four, Human siGenome Human CCNE1 (3213-09), siGenome Human CDKN1A (1026) set of four, siGenome FBXO5 (12434-01, 02, 03). siRNAs were used at a final concentration of 20nM. Cells were transfected 30 to 40 hours after starvation (the siRNAs were diluted in starvation media) and washed out when released with growth factors. c-Myc induction Cells stably expressing DHFR-Myc were treated with 10µM Trimethoprim (TMP) at the time of release. TMP was refreshed every 24hrs along with the CDK4/6 inhibitor. Time-lapse microscopy Images were taken on an IXMicro microscope (Molecular Devices). 10X objective (0.3 N.A.) used for live-cell imaging and fixed-cell immunofluorescence imaging. 20X objective (0.75 N.A.) with 2-by-2 pixel binning for imaging RNA FISH staining. For live-cell imaging, images were taken every 12 minutes, and total light exposure time was kept under 600ms for each time point. Cells were imaged in a humidified, 37ºC chamber in 5% CO 2 . Tissue culture immunofluorescence Tissue culture cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes, then blocked in PBS containing 10% FBS, 1% BSA, 0.1% TX-100, and 0.01% NaN3 for 1 hour at room temperature, and then stained overnight in 4ºC with antibodies for immunofluorescence (in blocking buffer). Alexa Fluor secondary goat antibodies (ThermoFisher) were applied 1:2000 for one hour at room temperature in blocking buffer, and then added with Hoechst 33342 (ThermoFisher) at 1:10000 for ten minutes at room temperature. Cells are stored in PBS when imaged. In the case where cells expressed fluorescent reporters that limited the use of fluorophores, cells were chemically bleached after fixation 54 . In the case of cyclin E1 staining, ice-cold methanol was applied for ten minutes instead of paraformaldehyde for fixation. In experiments where incorporated EdU signal is measured, the Click reaction is performed after blocking (if photobleaching is required, Click reaction also is performed after) following manufacturer's protocol (Invitrogen, #C10269). Antibodies used: Rb(p-S807/811) (Cell Signaling, #8516, 1:2500), Rb (Cell Signaling, #9309, 1:1000), Cyclin E (Santa Cruz, sc-247, 1:400), p21 (Cell Signaling, #2947, 1:250), geminin
